


Classic Toys (Ningbo) Co., LTD., founded in 1998, is a well-established toy 
manufacturer in Ningbo, China. Having built our company from the ground up, 
we highly value hard work, reliability, and creativity. With 20,000 square meters of 
production plants and more than 500 employees, our clean and modern facilities 
are capable of large scale production but with a touch of small. We put much 
time and effort into designing our products so that our toys are enjoyable for our 
children. Changes in perception and updated policies are always put in place to 
adapt to our customer's requirements. We continuously make improvements not 
only to meet safety requirements but also to exceed them. In doing so, both our 
customers and we keep high reputation.

Classic Education serves as a high-quality educational toys brand who supply 
kindergartens and daycare institutions in China and aboard. In last past decade, 
Classic has cooperating with well-known early education institutions, like oriental 
baby-love, My Gym, RYB Learning Center, Gymboree and so on., as a trusted 
partner. By advocating for the nature in playing environment, we encourage the 
children for active learning and creative thinking. Classic Education provides a 
happy and intelligent childhood for children!

In addition to vast experience, Classic Education also has a professional sales 
and training team, an experienced installation team, and strong logistics support. 
Based on our customers' needs, we offer pre-sale and after-sales service, and 
regular customer visits - all with the purpose of leaving a trustworthy impression 
on our customers!

ABOUT US

WWW.CLASSICWORLDEDU.COM
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Quality & Safety Awards
Classic World has been supplied toys to children all over the world for more than 50 countries. At Classic World, we set 
the bar high for quality. We know that our children deserve only the best toys. We ensure this with our rigorous quality 
inspection process by strictly following the international standard include ISO 9001:2000, Quality Management System, 
EN and ASTM standards. We use a sustainable material that is coming from nature. We practice to make environment 
friendly production process to provide a safe and clean world for our children.

Innovation
Winner(2012)

Nomination Award
“The Best Flim For Children”

TOFUZI(2015)

TJPA
Award(2015)

Nomination Award
The 12th China International

Animation and Digital
Arts Festival(2015)

Gold Award
Practical Pre-School

(2018)

Gold Award
Right Start Awards

(2018)

Sliver
Winner (2013)

Bronze
Winner (2014)

NAPPA Silver
Award (2014)

Parents’ Choice
Approved Seal(2014)

Innovation 
Winner (2015)
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70268 
Parking shed
L39 x W29 x H80 cm 

70263 
Wooden hill climb
L39 x W29 x H80 cm 
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Outdoor Traffic Set

The sturdy Wooden Hill Climb increases a difficulty in 
movement when riding tricycles. Young children love to climb, 
and enjoy their way from top to down repeatedly. It's great for 
developing gross motor skills and exploration.

Easy access shed with an open window to allow 
daylight and sunshine in. A great solution for parking, 
shops, home play.
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70280 
Traffic light
L39 x W29 x H95 cm 

70264 
Outdoor fuel and EV charging station
L70 x W38 x H88 cm 

The Traffic light can be used in a manual setting by flipping 
color boards, with a child-friendly height. It’s addition in 
the teaching of road safety, to enhance transportation 
awareness and color perception.

2 in 1 charging station, one side is for a fuel charging and the other 
side is for EV charging. Children take a charging lead and plug it 
into trikes and charge up before starting on their journey.  Refueling, 
maintenance, payment can be played when turning around the function 
button.



70269 
Green avenue
L125 x W120 x H133 cm 

70248
Truck
L103 x W45 x H65 cm
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The pedal-powered truck allows children to take 
on the role of a transporter, experiencing the joy 
of driving.

The green arch provides shade for parking and resting, allowing for 
cycling through. It's versatile, equipped with swivel wheels for easy 
mobility and a foot brake for stability. Children drive through the green 
avenue and look up to the coloring acrylic windows to see a beautiful 
sunshine.
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Outdoor Sand & Water Play Set

Water Channelling Wall



70262
Sand & Water cube

X 2

X 20
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Pipe2：L100 x W7.3 x H4 cm 

Pipe1：L80 x W7.3 x H4 cm 

Cube：L20 x W20 x H16 cm

Designed for a loose play water channels, this water cube set enables children to decide on the layout and configuration. The 
tower can be arranged at different heights. By using with water, sand, balls and cars to have a versatile of fun. Help children 
to develop fine motor skills, and the abilities of creativity and imaginations. The cube and channels are easily dismantled for 
storage.

X 10



70260
Sand & Water channelling wall

70261
Wooden stand holder
L70 x W9.5 x H120 cm

The channels game, consists of channels and cube, it’s 
a perfect designed for a loose play. Enabling children 
to make their own creation of layout and configuration. 
It’s a fantastic devices for water, sand, balls and cars to 
have a versatile of fun. The cubes are easily dismantled 
for storage.

The metal panel can be fixed on the wall.

Elbow bend pipe

Funnel

Slanted pipe

Magnetic clasp

Tube

 Wheels

Water pump

Metal panel

70250
4 Colors 
8 buckets
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70801
Happy water turn 
L41 x W37 x H65 cm

70803
Sand & Water unit 
L60 x W40 x H65 cm

70800
Happy water yoyo
L41 x W37 x H65 cm

Equipped with two funnels on top, the water passes through from 
funnels to drive the wheel’s rotation. This activity helps to discover a fun 
of playing water.

The water drip down from top transparent tube and flow down along the 
two tubes. This activity helps to develop children's understanding of the 
fluidity of water, sand or balls.

You can play with both sand and water. The waterwheel on the left and 
the transparent slides on the right provide different experiences of flow.  
It's a perfect table for team work.
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70271
Mobile water station
L84 x W84 x H76 cm
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The mobile water station allows children to explore the principles of following 
water from above and below, with a multiple barriers to control water flow. 
When pumping water to table tray will have a fantastic fun while playing.



Water Play Set
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interactive 
and 

interesting 
water play wall 

70065
Water wall
L133 x W80 x H108.5 cm

70086
Happy water drip
L44 x W38 x H65 cm

70088
Happy water yoyo
L38 x W44 x H65 cm

70087
Happy water turn
L38 x W44 x H65 cm

The water wall enables children to have physical water play experience. Using the 
wheels to learn about the gravity and water flow. The water moves up to tubing, and 
pours, flows and drips onto guttering blow. Great for motor skills, collaborative games, 
language activities.
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70258
Sand play scales
L80 x W60 x H72 cm

70802
Double layered sand screener
L46 x W43 x H67 cm
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Sand Play Set



70266
Sand funnel
L30 x W30 x H60 cm  

70265
Sand slides
L30 x W30 x H60 cm  

70275
Sand mill
L28 x W30 x H60 cm  

70281
Sand play wall
L154 x W80 x H110 cm

This wall is a firm favorite for children who enjoy playing with sand. They canpour 
sand into its funnel and watch it trickle along with the rotatable paddles and ramps. 
Children can watch themselves play in the acrylic mirror in the center, adding more fun 
to their play. Understand the characteristics of sand, develop imagination, creativity, 
and develop the ability to use manual brain.
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This 6 compartment units are ideal for group play. Kids can 
experiment with liquid, sand, stone and so on. An ideal set 
for children to developing motor skills, creativity and cognitive 
ability while exploring with different materials.

70011
Sand play round table
L90 x W90 x H60 cm

70121
Sand & Water table
L116 x W104 x H53 cm

Solid wood multi-purpose outdoor water and sand play table, features a central tray to hold sand 
and water. Wooden table top makes the table perfect for mud, arts, painting activities.
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Outdoor Construction Set



Create a complete role play builders environment in 
outdoor space with this open construction house. A 
beautiful house can be built by stacking bricks. Which 
is a perfect role play game for construction. 

This storage cabinet is perfect for storing outdoor play 
essentials - blocks, balls, ropes, tools, play equipment etc. 
Covered with camouflage fabric curtains, can prefectly 
provent rain and sun in an open environment. 

Playing as little construction transporters, children can load 
bricks and tools into the vehicle, fostering small muscle 
development, teamwork skills, and organizational habits.

M a t c h e d  w i t h  E VA B r i c k s  ( I t e m  N O .  7 0 2 8 2 )

70157
Construction house
L175 x W145 x H165 cm 

70274
Block storage cabinet
L140 x W59 x H110 cm 

70279
Outdoor wooden truck
L65.5 x W36 x H70 cm
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70159
Outdoor clothing trolley
L137 x W70 x H130 cm

This unit combines the practicality of a trolley with the 
benefits of a cloakroom. Including integral clothes hooks 
and shoe racks covered with camouflage fabrick roof to 
provent rain and sun in a outdoor environnmnet.



x 2 0

70283
Gray brick set
Big Bricks: L24 x W12 x H6 cm 
Small Bricks: L12 x W12 x H6 cm

x 1 5 x 6

x 3 5 x 1 4

70284
Windows, roofs, and beams
Triangular Beam: L96 x W12 x H6 cm
Arch Window: L24 x W36 x H6 cm
Roof: L12 x W12 x H3 cm

Components like windows, roof and beams help to build diversity 
of architectures. The triangular beams and roofs use magnetic 
design which are easy for assembling.

x 2

x 3 2

x 4

70282
Red brick set
Big Bricks: L24 x W12 x H6 cm 
Small Bricks: L12 x W12 x H6 cm

x70 x20

These blocks are made of EVA, it looks like real house brick, but 
much more lighter than the real bricks. Children can play with safe 
and soft bricks to create many different building structures. 
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70284 Windows, roofs, and beams  x3

70283 Gray brick set   x3

70282 Red brick set  x1

Clock tower

70284 Windows, roofs, and beams  x3

70283 Gray brick set   x3

3 Floors building



Colosseum Arc de Triomphe  

Parthenon Temple
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70283 Gray brick set   x5

70283 Gray brick set   x4

70283 Gray brick set   x1

Estonian medieval tower
70284 Windows, roofs, and beams  x9

70283 Gray brick set   x7

70282 Red brick set  x4

70284 Windows, roofs, and beams  x2



70163
Instrument station
L130 x W120 x H165 cm

This unit provides hours of fun making music or just leting off 
steam. This instrument station is great for use outdoor and 
features a wealth of intruments with beaters and keep group of 
children will occuppied. 
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Outdoor Music Set



With a solid PVE & PE surface and a pair of plastic beaters, children 
will enjoying discovering a beautiful sounds. A set of 2 frames with 4 
sides, great for a group playing. An excellent instrument for beginners 
to start their musical journey.

70126
Outdoor chimes
L104 x W22 x H150 cm

70152
Pair percussion drums
L59 x W38.5 x H106 cm 

A great way for children of all ages to compose harmonious notes and 
rhythms. Creating opportunities for them to express themselves while 
playing. Made from high quality and weather resistant timber that comes 
from sustainable sources.
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70125
Outdoor metallophone
L74.5 x W53 x H72 cm  

The metallophone is a charming unit which helps children get in 
touch with their musical sides.
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Outdoor Painting Set
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70252
Outdoor easel with water pump
L111 x W60 x H115 cm 

The working trolley provides interesting play for children to 
move and transport things ( tools, bricks and arts & crafts 
etc...) .

Built in a sturdy wooden frame, its central feature is a transparent 
acrylic board that’s ideal for finger and water based paints. It’s designed 
to encourage 2 children to work together, one either side of the board. 
After drawing, children can press the pump spraying water on drawing 
board to clean it. It’s great for painting and also for water play.

70162
Outdoor working trolley
L72 x W45 x H68 cm 

The pump spraying 
w a t e r  o n  d r a w i n g 
board,  i t 's  capable 
to clean both side of 
acrylic board.

A great device for 
cleaning with joy of 
playing water.
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The solid wooden house is an inviting area for children, 
protecting from sun and rain, but with an open air space. It is a 
great place for children to gather and engage in outdoor reading, 
arts, construction, music and observing the environment around 
them, or just simply seat and talk to friends.

Outdoor art house
L175 x W145 x H165 cm
This product consists of three item numbers: 
70157, 70256, and 70250.

70250 
4 colors 8 buckets

70157
Wooden house
L175 x W145 x H165 cm 

70256
Outdoor black and white easel
L121 x W12 x H68.2 cm 



70076
Outdoor blackboard easel
L67 x W85.5 x H120 cm  

70077
Outdoor art easel
L67 x W85.5 x H120 cm   

A easy writing surface that will add excitement and creativity for outdoor play. 
It’s great for writing and painting with chalks and chalk-pens. Suitable to be 
left outdoors. It’s great for developing creative and find motor skills. 

The acrylic screen is easy to clean and perfect for finger painting and 
drawing. The sturdy frame with special treated wood means that it can be 
left outside. It’s great for developing creative and find motor skills. 
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Outdoor Role Play Set

Garden Kitchen Set
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70059
Stainless steel tableware
L29 x W24 x H14 cm( package size )

The tableware is made of stainless steel, it can be ued indoor and 
outdoor. It's a perfect set for role play and home play.Experience 
role-playing games, improve collaboration skills, and develop 
social interaction skills.

54587
Outdoor kitchen
L100 x W48 x H136 cm 54594

Outdoor table
L105 x W96 x H50 cm
L105 x W96 x H164 cm（height with umbrella）

Skill development: Experience scenario-based role-
playing games, enhance cooperation and hands-on 
abilities, and cultivate social interaction skills.

Skill development: Engage in scenario-based role-
playing games, enhance cooperation and hands-on 
abilities, and foster social interaction skills.
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Manual water pump with a water 
circulation device, allowing 
children to play together in pairs.

70013
Outdoor kitchen sink
L70 x W50 x H103 cm

70012
Outdoor kitchen desk
L93 x W43 x H57.5 cm

Can combine with 
stainless steel tableware

(Item NO.70059)

Encourages children to collaborate, enabling various 
activities such as play, cleaning, and organizing. 
Versatile usage, enhancing the overall experience.
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Space Garden Set
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70014
Outdoor green house
L150 x W150 x H150 cm

70015
Outdoor sunny house 
L150 x W150 x H150 cm

Skill development: Cultivate social interaction skills, foster creativity, promote a love for nature, and 
enjoy the pleasure of artistic creation.
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Outdoor Planting & Breeding Set

Geometric Garden Set
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70066
Weather station
L86 x W70 x H120 cm

The weather station comes with a thermometer and 
buttons, allowing control of seasons, rainfall, and 
other weather information. Children can observe daily 
weather changes and keep records, making it a great 
outdoor scientific exploration tool. Skill development: 
Practical understanding of weather through hands-on 
experience.
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Designed especially for the garden, a watering cart is an excellent unit 
for portable watering. Water travels along a flexible tube so children 
can water the planters. This 4-wheel watering cart allows the children 
to move freely. Children love playing with water, and combined with 
knowledge, this is an ideal unit for inspiring their interest in science from 
an early age.

70253
Green path
L187 x W104 x H169 cm 

A practical and aesthetically pleasing indoor garden with a 
house-like design. Equipped with wooden rectangular planters 
on both sides, it allows for planting, watering, and observing 
the growth process of plants.

Skill development: Observing plant forms, understanding the 
growth process, nurturing an appreciation for nature.

70273
Watering cart
L75 x W40 x H66 cm
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70001
Pentagonal parterre
L154 x W71 x H150 cm

70003
Square parterre
L108 x W71 x H122 cm

70002
Triangular parterre
L131 x W71 x H134 cm

70004
Trapezoidal parterre
L131 x W71 x H122 cm

The geometric garden set includes square, triangle, trapezoid, and pentagon 
shapes, suitable for grouping and observation by a classroom of children. The 
planters can be used to grow vegetables, fruits, and various vines. On either side 
of the garden, there is a chalkboard for drawing.

Skill development: Cultivates a love for nature, a passion for exploration, and 
enjoyment of collaborative activities with peers.
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54624
Water plant & fish
observation window
L70 x W17 x H121 cm

54600
Sprout & Grow

window
L70 x W17 x H121 cm

54617
Insect & Animal
observation window
L70 x W17 x H121 cm
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54631
Coop & Hutch
L180 x W73 x H135 cm

This pet house features a feces-cleaning device and two stories. The first story is for 
raising poultry and the second for keeping small pets like rabbits. In addition, children 
can plant vegetables for their animals on the side platform.

For raising 
pets & poultry

Two levels, suitable 
for keeping different 

types of animals.
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STEAM Classroom
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Skill development: Promotes the development of children's 
motor skills and enhances teamwork during the building 
process; fosters imagination and creative thinking in children.

The Building and Transportation Construction series offers 
various assembly plans, helping children understand the 
functions of different transportation vehicles, learn about social 
public facilities, and become familiar with well-known buildings 
both domestically and internationally. Additionally, the blocks 
can be freely combined to construct various architectural and 
transportation shapes.

Buildings & Vehicles
Assembling Set

53481
Building blocks set (Light Blue)
L100.5 x W37.5 x H11.5 cm (package size)

53498
Building blocks set (Blue)
L100.5 x W37.5 x H11.5 cm (package size)
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53474
Building blocks set (Red)
L100.5 x W37.5 x H11.5 cm (package size)

53511
Vehicle blocks set (Light Blue)
L100.5 x W32 x H12.5 cm (package size)

53504
Vehicle blocks set (Red)
L100.5 x W32 x H14 cm (package size)
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70037
Storage trolly
L78 x W60 x H57 cm

70038
Natural wooden assembling set
L97 x W60 x H24 cm (package size)

The storage trolly is primarily designed as a natural wooden 
assembling set, perfect for accessories.This specially designed 
trolly helps kids to improve their organizational skills.

Natural color blocks that come in 11 shapes, 124 pcs with 120 bolts 
and nuts, and 8 spiral poles. Children can create a variety of buildings 
and vehicles. Great for developing construction and  motor skills, 
teamwork and coordination skills. Helping the kids to develop their 
creativity and imagination.

X  8 X  8 X  6

X  8 X  2 4 X  1 2 0

X  1 4 X  2 0 X  1 2 0

X  8 X  6 X  8

X  6 X  1 6

Natural Wood Assembling Set
Low structure, Diversity Changes
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X 4

X 2

X 8

X 8

X 32

X 52

X 3X 8

X 1

X 6

X 8

X 12

X 2

X 68

X 92

X 6X 4

X 6
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X 14

X 58

X 62

X 1

X 3

X 2
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X 2

X 4
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X 10
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X 8

X 56
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X 10

X 2

X 2

X 44

X 64

X 5

X 2

X 5

X 2X 2

X 1

X 6

X 6

X 8

X 10

X 10

X 103

X 103

X 4

X 15

X 4

X 4

X 4

X 14

X 18

X 82

X 86

X 1X 4

X 2

Ferris Wheel

Glider

Eiffel Tower Tank

China Railway High-speed (CRH)

Steamship

Helicopter

Inspirations
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53535
Traffic signs
Φ30 x H80 cm

53559
Block storage trolley
L98 x W34 x H82 cm

Safety first! This set includes seven informative road 
signs.It helps children understand the rules of the road.

This trolley comes with omni wheels, making it easy to move 
around. It has enough space for storing blocks and a special 
concave structure on top for hanging instruction cards.

70248
Truck
L103 x W45 x H65 cm

A kid can sit on this truck and pedal 
around on it. It can also be connected 
with other tool carts to transport enough 
materials in one time.
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3511
Tool box
L25 x W13.5 x H14 cm

53467
Workshop
L80 x W60 x H130 cm

This workshop has three shelves. It allows little builders to store their work 
outfits, helmets, tools and building materials in an organized manner.

Suitable for children from 3 to 6 years old.
Makes children look like real builders when wearing it.

20184
Tool belt
L30 x W13 x H3.2 cm

53566
Vest
L49 x W42.5 cm

53757
Helmet
L23 x W12.5 x H10.5 cm
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Kindergarten

Furniture

Classroom Furniture
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70041
Toys storage units
L80 x W40 x H81 cm

53931
Square beech table(S)
L60 x W60 x H46 cm

53955
Square beech table(L)
L60 x W60 x H52 cm

53962
Rectangle beech table(S)
L120 x W60 x H46 cm

53986
Rectangle beech table(L)
L120 x W60 x H52 cm

53900
Student chair(S)
L34 x W31 x H49.5 cm (height of seat 25.5cm)

53924
Student chair(L)
L36 x W34 x H54 cm (height of seat 30cm) 

70027
2 Layer hollow curved shelves
L99 x W47 x H60 cm 

54051
2 Layer storage shelf
L80 x W40 x H60 cm 

70029
3 Layer hollow shelves
L80 x W40 x H81 cm

1

2

3

1

2

3
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70031
2 Layer sector shelves
L40 x W40 x H60 cm 

70035
2 Shelf cabinet (S)
L40 x W40 x H60 cm 

70033
Dressing stool
L40 x W40 x H37 cm

70032
Cloakroom - 2 person
L62 x W40 x H120 cm
(Th is  i tem doesn ' t  con ta in  p las t i c  boxes)

The Cloakroom is made of carefully selected plywood with natural color, soft 
and smooth, and it is the perfect way for children to start the morning. It is 
designed to provide functional and efficient storage.
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70040
Tub wooden storage trolley
L89 x W40 x H70 cm

70039
Tray storage units
L59 x W40 x H80.8 cm 

The tub wooden storage trolley included 9 tray boxes with 4 3-inch 
wheels, can be easily push around. It can be used for role play of shop. A 
perfect trolley for toys, books, and blocks. Which allows the teachers and 
children to move around.

The tray storage unit included 11 tray boxes, 4 large boxes and 
7 small boxes. It can be used for different size of stuffs. A perfect 
storing unit for toys, books, and blocks. 

The backside could hang some tools and DIY materials.
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Skill development: Simulating real-life scenarios, experiencing 
cooperat ive social  ro les,  and enhancing chi ldren's 
imagination, creativity, and language communication abilities.



54075
Tool storage shelf
L89 x W40 x H124 cm

The multifunctional tool wall is seamlessly combined with a storage cabinet, 
providing display, placement, and storage functions for art materials and DIY tools, 
such as scissors, glue, drawing paper, yarn balls, paint bottles, and more. Skill 
development: Cultivates the habit of organizing and storing among children.

Arts and Crafts Classroom
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54105
Apron
L125 x W48 cm

54068
Apron stand
L63 x W60 x H121 cm

54006
Paint drying rack 
- 30 layers
L42.5 x W48 x H121 cm

Wearing this apron when working on new creations 
prevents clothes from getting dirty. Children can enjoy 
creating new masterpieces without worrying about the 
mess they make.  

Holds a maximum of 8 pieces of clothing. Its height is suitable for children 
from 3 to 6 years old,  as they can hang up clothes by themselves. 

Drying art pieces to prevent paper sticking due to 
wet paint or glue; capable of holding 30 sheets of 
A3-sized drawings. The bottom features swivel 
casters with a locking device.

Skill development: The height of the drying rack is suitable, making 
it convenient for children to organize and categorize their artworks, 
fostering good habits of tidiness from an early age.
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70025
Arts display board
L83.5 x W23 x H148 cm
(Apply with item 70035）

2 in 1 White board & Soft board wall display for children 
and their artworks. This wall display gives children a sense 
of fulfillment and helps them develop self-confidence while 
sharing their works with other children.

Double sided arts 
display unit
L164 x W40 x H148 cm   

54099
Pencil holder
L20 x W18 x H6 cm   

This pencil holder is divided into 12 compartments.
Using this, children can store various pieces ofstationery, 
such as: markers, crayons, glue andscissors, or sort 
smallmaterials according to theirshapes or functions.
(The product does not contain colour pencil)

54082
Paint Pot Holder
L25 x W25 x H12 cm   

This paint pot holder is rotatable, making it easy for children to 
choose different colors. The funnel-shaped covers on the pots 
can prevent paint from evaporating and drying.

Other functions:
Sort and store

containers

Item 54051 refer to page 94

Item 70035 refer to page 96
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Double side mobile book display is for storing the books of all sizes. Great 
furniture for book organization and developing kids reading habits.
( This item doesn't contain the plastic trays and books)

70036
Mobile shelves
L95 x W40 x H72 cm

Reading Corner

Can be used on both sides 
and can accommodate both 
small and large-sized books.

The bottom space is equipped 
with plastic storage boxes, 
realizing the concept of freely 
arranging book boxes.
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70030
Entrance Signboard
L83.5 x W23 x H160 cm
(Apply with item 70035）

The Arch made of carefully selected plywood with 
natural color, soft and smooth. It can be used as an 
entrance, together with 2-tier cabinets. A perfect unit 
for exploration.   

Player corner arch unit 
L164 x W40 x H160 cm  

Role Play Corner

Item 70035 refer to page 96
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70043
Theatre table
L80 x W40 x H60 cm  

70042
Easy access storage unit
L75 x W36 x H34 cm

Puppet theatre unit
L163 x W40 x H150 cm

Skill development: Cultivate children's hands-on skills, enhance interpersonal 
communication skills, and foster language expression abilities.

Item 70035 refer to page 96

70044
Puppet theatre
L83 x W40 x H150 cm
(Apply with item 70035)

The puppet theater is especially design for 
drama and puppet play. The puppet theatre 
gives kids a great experience of performing. 
Children can develop their communication 
and creativity skills.

This easy access storage unit has 4 wheels, it will be very 
convenient to move around in the classroom.It is for easy 
to find toys through a transparent acrylic window. A perfect 
storing unit for toys, books and blocks.

The theater counter has a whiteboard in the front, in the back is an open space for 
archive toys. The theatre table gives kids a great experience of performing. The 
children can develop their social and communication skills and creativity skills.
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Music Classroom
8147
Music cabinet
L120 x W53 x H167 cm

The music cabinet consists of 3 lavers of shelves allow to store various of music 
instrumentsin the lower part with 7 trays fit neatly for all accessories and the doors 
are perfectly fordisplaying of jingles, bells, maxi guiro, triangles. None the less, this 
cabinet is also great forstorage of arts and crafts, DlY.sports materials.
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40547
21" Hourglass
L9.5 x W9.5 x H63.5 cm

40543
15 Notes rainbow 
metal glockenspiel
L49.5 x W18 x H7 cm

40544
15 Notes glockenspiel
L46 x W17.8 x H7.5 cm

40545
15 Tones xylophon
L49 x W21.5 x H8.5 cm

40546
Drums
Φ55.5 x H18 cm

40518
Metallophone C5-A6
L59 x W24 x H14 cm

40519
Metallophone C4-A5
L62 x W30 x H22 cm

40520
Metallophone C3-A4
L78.7 x W41 x H41 cm

40523
Xylophon C3-A4
L78.7 x W41 x H41 cm

40522
Xylophon C4-A5
L62 x W32 x H23 cm

40521
Xylophon C5-A6
L58 x W26.5 x H13 cm
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Music Instruments
a. Claves
b. Jingles
c. Wooden block
d. Bell stick
e. Triangle 10cm    

f. Cymbal 15cm
g. Tambourine 25cm
h. Handle bells
i. Maxi guiro
j. Guiro double with scraper

a. Claves 
b. Bell stick
c. Triangle 10 cm
d. Tone block with handle
e. Guiro double with scraper

f. Castagnet birch wood
g. Red Maracas 
h. Cymbal 9cm
i. Handle bells
j. Instruments Bag (including 9 items)

k. Castagnet birch wood
m. Cymbal 9cm
n. Tambourine 20cm
o. Wooden sand eggs
p. Red Maracas

r. Tone block with handle
q. Woodblock
s. Sand Block 
t. Hand Castanets
w. Small Beaded Afuche

x.Touch Bells   x 10
y.Tone Block    x 10

40525
Music kit
L35 x W29 x H10 cm

x30
x8
x15
x30
x30

x8
x30
x30
x2
x15

x2
x30
x30
x30
x15

x8
x8
x15
x15
x10

  x 1
  x 1
  x 1
  x 1
  x 1

  x 1
  x 1
  x 1
  x 1
  x 1
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40504
Triangle 10cm
L10 x W10 cm

40510
Handle bells
L15 x W10 cm

40503
Bell stick
Φ5 x H16 cm

40516
Maxi guiro
Φ5.5 x H25 cm

40505
Tone block with handle
L19 x W3.5 cm

40502
Claves
Φ1.5 x H20 cm

40508
Red maracas
Φ20 x H5.5 cm

40517
Wooden sand eggs
Φ5 x H8 cm

40511
Wooden block
L17.5 x W6 x H4 cm

70179
Hand castanets
Φ5.5 x H2 cm

70180
Tone block
Φ3.3 x H20 cm

70176
Touch bells
Φ3.5 x H16 cm

70181
Sand block
L12.5 x W6.5 x H8 cm

70177
Small beaded afuche
Φ6 x H17 cm

70178
Woodblock
Φ5.5 x H20 cm

40515
Tambourine 20cm
Φ20 x H5.5 cm

40514
Tambourine 25cm
Φ25 x H5.5 cm

40506
Guiro double with scraper
L24 x W9.5 x H3.5 cm

40507
Castagnet birch wood
L16 x W5 cm

40512
Jingles
L22 x W4 cm

40509
Cymbal 9cm
Φ9 x H9 cm

40513
Cymbal 15cm
Φ15 x H9 cm
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54136
Tiger
L28 x W24.5 x H2 cm

54129
Fox
L31 x W20.5 x H2 cm

8039
Crocodile
L100 x W30 x H2 cm

70129
Drums
L67 x W85.5 x H38 cm

70132
Metalphone
L44.5 x W37 x H3 cm

70130
Bells
L89 x W37 x H7.4 cm

54112
Zebra
L27.5 x W25 x H2 cm

70131
Xylophone
L56 x W34.5 x H3 cm
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INSPIRATIONS
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70268 
Parking shed

70263 
Wooden hill climb
P10 P12P10

P14

P11

P14

P33

P31 P32P31 P31

P37 P38P37 P38

P39 P39 P39

P34

P18 P20 P21 P21

P22 P24 P27 P28

P28 P28 P30 P30 P44 P45 P46 P47

70280 
Traffic light

70264 
Outdoor fuel and EV charging station

70269 
Green avenue

70248
Truck

70262
Sand & Water cube

70260, 70261, 70250 
Sand & Water channelling wall

70801
Happy water turn

70803
Sand & Water unit

70800
Happy water yoyo

70271
Mobile water station

70065
Water wall

70086
Happy water drip

70088
Happy water yoyo

70087
Happy water turn

70258
Sand play scales

70802
Double layered sand screener

70266
Sand funnel

70265
Sand slides

70275
Sand mill

70281
Sand play wall

70011
Sand play round table

70121
Sand & Water table

70157
Construction house

70279
Outdoor wooden truck

70274
Block storage cabinet

70159
Outdoor clothing trolley

70282
Red brick set

70283
Gray brick set

70284
Windows, roofs, and beams

70163
Instrument station

70126
Outdoor chimes

70152
Pair percussion drums

70125
Outdoor metallophone

Outdoor Traffic Set

Outdoor Construction Set

Outdoor Music Set

Outdoor Sand & Water Play Set
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70059
Stainless steel tableware

54587
Outdoor kitchen

54594
Outdoor table

70013
Outdoor kitchen sink

70012
Outdoor kitchen desk

70014
Outdoor green house

70015
Outdoor sunny house

70002
Triangular parterre

70003
Square parterre

70004
Trapezoidal parterre

54624
Water plant & fish 
observation window

54600 
Sprout & Grow window

54617
Insect & Animal 
observation window

54631
Coop & hutch

53481
Building blocks set (Light Blue)

53498
Building blocks set (Blue)

53474
Building blocks set (Red)

53511
Vehicle blocks set (Light Blue)

53504
Vehicle blocks set (Red)

70037
Storage trolly

70038
Natural wooden assembling set

53535
Traffic signs

70252
Outdoor easel with water pump

70162
Outdoor working trolley

70157, 70256, 70250
Outdoor art house

70077
Outdoor art easel   

70076
Outdoor blackboard easel

Outdoor Painting Set

Outdoor Role Play Set

Outdoor Planting & Breeding Set

P52 P56P52

P56

P54 P74
P76

P74

P76

P74

P59 P61P59

P62

P60 P82 P84P82

P84

P83

P70 P74P71 P72

P65 P66

70066
Weather station

70253
Green path

70273
Watering cart

70001
Pentagonal parterre

STEAM Classroom

53559
Block storage trolley

53467
Workshop

20184
Tool belt

3511
Tool box

P78
P76

P86

P91P90

P86

P91

P89

P91



53931
Square beech table(S)

53955
Square beech table(L)

53962
Rectangle beech table(S)

53986
Rectangle beech table(L)

53900
Student chair(S)

53924
Student chair(L)

70041
Toys storage units

70027
2 Layer hollow curved shelves

54051
2 Layer storage shelf

70029
3 Layer hollow shelves

70031
2 Layer sector shelves

70032
Cloakroom - 2 person

54082
Paint Pot Holder

54099
Pencil holder  

53566
Vest

53757
Helmet

P92 P92

P95 P95P95 P95

P95 P96P95 P96

P96 P98P96 P97

P98 P100P98 P99 P115 P116P115 P115

P114 P115P115 P115

P110 P112

P105 P106P106 P108

P102 P104P103 P104

Kindergarten Furniture

70035
2 Shelf cabinet (S)

70033
Dressing stool

70040
Tub wooden storage trolley

70039
Tray storage units

54075
Tool storage shelf

54105
Apron

54068
Apron stand

54006
Paint drying rack - 30 layers

70035, 54051, 70025
Double sided arts display unit

70036
Mobile shelves

70035, 70030
Player corner arch unit

70035, 70043, 70042, 70044
Puppet theatre unit

8147
Music cabinet

40518
Metallophone C5-A6

40519
Metallophone C4-A5

40520
Metallophone C3-A4

40522
Xylophon C4-A5

40521
Xylophon C5-A6

Music Classroom

40523
Xylophon C3-A4

40543
15 Notes rainbow metal glockenspiel
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40547
21" Hourglass

40544
15 Notes glockenspiel

40545
15 Tones xylophon

40546
Drums

40525
Music kit

40504
Triangle 10cm

40510
Handle bells

40503
Bell stick

40516
Maxi guiro

40505
Tone block with handle

40502
Claves

40508
Red maracas

40517
Wooden sand eggs

40511
Wooden block

70179
Hand castanets

70180
Tone block

70176
Touch bells

70181
Sand block

70177
Small beaded afuche

70178
Woodblock

40515
Tambourine 20cm

40514
Tambourine 25cm

40506
Guiro double with scraper

40507
Castagnet birch wood

40512
Jingles

40509
Cymbal 9cm

40513
Cymbal 15cm

54136
Tiger

54129
Fox

8039
Crocodile

70129
Drums

70132
Metalphone

70130
Bells

54112
Zebra
70131
Xylophone
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